Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues

This Special Issue of Genealogy invites essays on the topic, “Genealogy and Multiracial Family Histories.” Manuscripts may focus on families with spouses of different designated racial groups who may also have children who are understood to be multiracial as well as multigenerational mixed-race families that celebrate the multiraciality in their genealogy. The common denominator would be to explore how families with multiracial (or mixed-race) members (whether parents, siblings, or both/all) narrate their family histories (with a special focus on how they frame/reframe the salience of race and ethnicity in the process). The editorial team hopes to provide a wide spectrum with regard to discipline or sub-discipline and invites contributions that strengthen and broaden the framework for genealogy studies. The editorial team hopes to provide a wide spectrum with regard to discipline or sub-discipline and invites contributions that strengthen and broaden the framework for genealogy studies.
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Message from the Editorial Board

*Genealogy* provides a venue for cutting-edge contributions to the interdisciplinary field of genealogy studies. We welcome contributions that examine genealogies of family lineage, use genealogical methods to examine other historical processes (include migration histories, social identities, and social institutions) or study the construction of genealogical narratives. Various genres, such as specialized research articles, reviews, communications and other creative projects, are welcomed. Manuscripts containing original, creative research ideas are especially appreciated. All papers will be peer-reviewed promptly. On behalf of the distinguished members of the editorial board, we extend our welcome to all researchers working on these subjects to contribute to *Genealogy*.

Author Benefits

**Open Access:** free for readers, free publication for well-prepared manuscripts submitted before 1 July 2019.

**Rapid publication:** manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to authors approximately 20.4 days after submission; acceptance to publication is undertaken in 7.9 days (median values for papers published in this journal in the second half of 2018).

**Recognition of reviewers:** reviewers who provide timely, thorough peer-review reports receive vouchers entitling them to a discount on the APC of their next publication in any MDPI journal, in appreciation of the work done.
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